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Editor’s Note  
 

Morgana Faye  
 

Inkwell: A Student Guide to Writing at Evergreen is The Evergreen State College Writing Center’s annual 
publication. Inkwell contains articles authored by our peer tutors that examine the intersections of 
tutoring, writing, academia, and social justice through the lens of each author’s unique experiences, 
interests, and voice. Inkwell aims to provide a valuable resource for inspiring thought, sparking 
conversation, and aiding budding or experienced writers in developing and maintaining a practice all 
their own.  
 
Each tutor at our writing center had the option to participate in this year-long publication process, 
and each received the unique opportunity to spend two quarters cultivating their own writing 
process within the Five Stages (brainstorming, drafting, revising, editing, and proofreading). 
Together, the Editorial Board and the passionate Inkwell writers spent a year crafting these articles. 
Discussions of process and strategies, one-on-one tutoring sessions, and long hours gathered around 
a table conversing about the nuances of grammar, voice, structure, and style, all culminate in the 
pages of Inkwell 13. 
 
My goal with the illustrations was to create individual pieces that encapsulate the themes of the 
articles they accompany. As a comic artist, I utilized my knowledge of visual representation to create 
these pieces with the hope that they will add an additional level of reader immersion—especially 
among visual learners like myself. Our first year of fully digital publication gave me the artistic 
freedom to use a spectrum of color in these watercolor paintings and engage with the mood and 
style of the pieces and the authors behind them. 
 
We are proud to have carried this project through to 12 print editions and we’re excited to launch 
into a new platform this year with digital publication. As making this publication widely accessible 
has always been a goal of mine, digital publication gave us the opportunity to revamp our online 
presence and encourage a broader audience of writers to continue their ongoing process of learning, 
thought, and conversation.  
 
If you are a long-time reader of Inkwell, this change in formatting might bring up some questions I’d 
like to address. In a challenging budgetary time, the college decided that printing Inkwell was not  
a priority. Because we at the Writing Center believe so strongly in the power of this publication and 
the voices it puts forth, we nevertheless continued our work and have chosen to take this as an 
opportunity to reallocate our efforts into increasing readership and accessibility through creating  
a new user-friendly website, and producing audio recordings for each article in this issue. 
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Although this publication was authored with a student audience in mind, we believe anyone with an 
interest in the writing process and social issues within academia will find Inkwell a compelling and 
informative read. 
 
Since its beginning in 2006, Inkwell became an essential root of The Evergreen State College Writing 
Center, and, through the hard work and dedication of the writers and editors behind this 
publication, its branches have stretched and flourished. We hope that with each new issue of this 
publication, we connect tutors, student writers, the campus, and the community in an ongoing 
dialogue—a dialogue we hope to continue with the pages of Volume 13. 
 


